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This landmark resource, the first fully-based on the authoritative NABRE translation, contains the

trustworthy study notes, expanded essays, and informational sidebars which have guided and

informed students and general readers for 25 years. In this new edition, one-third of the Reading

Guide materials are new, and all of the other Guides have been reviewed and revised by their

original authors.The extensive Reading Guide, the focal point of this volume, leads the reader

through the Scriptures, book by book. References and background information are clearly laid out to

guide the reader to a fuller understanding of the Bible. New to this edition is a more extensive

treatment of the biblical background, including history and archeology.Other outstanding features

include: a 15-page glossary of special terms and complete Sunday and weekday lectionary

readings for the liturgical years of the Church. Thirty-two beautiful pages of full-color Oxford Bible

Maps come with a place-name index for easy reference.Perfect for both higher education and

clergy, Bible study and general readers, The Catholic Study Bible is an essential resource for both

experienced students and first-time readers.The New American Bible Revised Edition:The New

American Bible Revised Edition (NABRE) brings to culmination the work of nearly 100 scholars,

including translators, editors, and a subcommittee of Catholic bishops who provided extensive

review of the biblical text over a period of many years. The NABRE is the first major amendment to

the New American Bible translation since 1991. It features: *The first update of the Old Testament

since 1970, taking into account recent archaeological and textual discoveries.*Complete revision of

the Psalter.
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The Paper Book Edition is just awesome!!I got the Hardback edition and its has/is:1) Thumb

indexing2) Being a study edition of the Bible, it is a large heavy volume, but worth every ounce of its

weight in knowledge, I wouldn't want to carry it to a Bible study unless the particular class uses

tables, and not just your lap to hold your study materials on. The is actually a darkish red, not the

pink that my camera makes it look like, It is printed on semi opaque paper that allows a little shadow

of text on other side of page, but not too bad. Margins are narrow, but I havenÃ¢Â€Â™t seen a book

of any kind, religious or secular study, with wide margins in a long time.3) Text average sized serif

font for a Bible, could be a little bigger, but it ok. Footnotes are in a smaller font, and could be larger

as small font makes them hard to read unless in good lighting...4) Has awesome footnotes and a

"reader's guide/study notes) that is quite informative. Has awesome maps, a short concordance,

listing of the Sunday and weekday lectionary for Mass readings, something that I constantly look for

in a Catholic Bible.5) Is an awesome study edition of the New American Bible that is used by the

Roman Catholic Church in the U.S.A.6) Cover, actually RED, not pink, though it looks like it has a

slick surface in the photo(s) used by the vendors, has a graspable slightly rubberized finish that is

comfortable to hold...See my photos, they are worth volumes of words!The Kindle Edition:1) Not

user friendly, a PDF bible would be more user friendly, as I can't get the text to "scroll" also I can't

get it to go back to the point contents/index where I started when checking a list of items... Many

lists aren't interactive, and thus are basically worthless.2) If I could find a way to do it, I'd ask for my

money back... as I bought this book on Kindle, so that I wouldn't have another book on my

bookshelf, but the bookshelf is where a paper copy is going to be... as I can at least tab and mark it

up. In the end, I did get my money refunded and bought the paper edition.3) For the price, and the

wait, I thought that it would be awesome and easy to use, but it isn't.4) I'm not a happy camper with

the Kindle edition!!!

This is my second copy of this Bible, the first being the original edition back in 2002. I have always

found this volume to be practical and insightful. The essays are not slanted too far towards Catholic

dogma, and although I am Roman Catholic myself, they seem to be strive towards neutrality in their

writing. It's a handsome book and no curious reader of the Bible should be without it.EDIT: I added

a picture of the book by popular demand. This is the hardcover version.

This is a great Catholic Study Bible! Very nice bonded leather cover with sewn binding, two gold

ribbon markers, indexed, gold edged pages with very clear and easy to read print, great study notes



associated with the faith, Christianity in general, etc.VERY GLAD I GOT THIS BIBLE!

This is a great study Bible. Don't get it if you don't want to see what critical scholarship has to say

about it but by all means do buy if you're looking for a good Bible to understand each individual

book in the Bible. There is a 500 page reading guide before the Genesis and it is extremely detailed

and helps you understand each book. There is also a running commentary throughout the whole

thing in addition with the reading guide. There is also an archaeology section that shows which parts

of the Bible have been proven to be historical and which have not. Overall, it's a good Bible!

Concerning the paperback version:Sturdy & well-made, which it needs to be because it's over 2"

thick, not 1.6" as  indicates.Even though the book is trade paperback size, I was concerned it would

be printed in some microfont; happily the printer reduced the margins and kept a reasonably sized

font.I've been reading the iBook version of NABRE for years now, so of course that great, readable

translation conveys with its extensive footnotes & cross-references.Items that may be significant to

other readers: Ã¢Â€Â¢ for presenting itself a study Bible, the margins are uselessly narrow Ã¢Â€Â”

only about 0.5". Ã¢Â€Â¢ The Table of Contents does little or nothing to distinguish major sections of

the book (e.g. Readers' Guide (RG), OT, NT, &c) from parts within these major sections.

Considering the RG contents mimic those of the OT & NT, there seems to be some real opportunity

for confusion until the reader becomes more acquainted with the volume. Ã¢Â€Â¢ Although I hoped

for them against all expectations & good reason, this book does not have thumb indices. Ã¢Â€Â¢ In

the absence of thumb indices, I am particularly disappointed that the printer didn't bleed any kind of

markings to any page edges to indicate at least major section boundaries (Reader's Guide, OT, NT,

Maps, etc.) These would be the "poor man's" thumb indices, but there's not a one. What kind of

student reference edition is this supposed to be? >>> Heavy-Referencing Readers: get out your

markers or PostItÃ‚Â® tabs Ã¢Â€Â” you'll need to do something yourself if you want any ability to

navigate around this thick volume quickly.With neither thumb indices nor page-edge indicators, the

reader's reliance on the ToC increases, and so the ToC's uninspired formatting becomes more

aggravating.Adding some kind of "navigational aid" and improving the ToC could be all this

publication needs to become a superb reference.At present the hard-bound edition is only $5 more

expensive. If I hadn't already started marking the sections, I wouldn't hesitate to return my

paperback & get the hardback version.
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